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Would a WAF have saved the day for Sony?
‘Most likely’, says the Deny All Research Center

Recent events
In the last few weeks, Sony has been the target of two large-scale cyber attacks, which have
impacted close to 100 million users of the Sony Playstation Network and Sony Online Entertainment
services. According to the Financial Times, 23 000 credit card numbers were stolen, and other
sources point to evidence that some of these are available for sale on underground networks.
Probable attack vector
Sony disclosed limited information hinting to the methods used by the attackers. Based on public
information available to date, the Deny All Research Center (DARC) is drawing the following
conclusions:
-

Both complex, the attacks likely took advantage of vulnerabilities in Web servers and/or
Web front-ends to database servers ;
It seems that the attackers used SQL injection and/or cross-site scripting (XSS) techniques to
penetrate the applications and steal the data.

If these assumptions are right, DARC experts suggest that a Web Application Firewall (WAF) would
have prevented the attacks, and saved Sony the worries and damages it is facing since late April:
interruption of service, data theft, lawsuits, reputation damage and impact on stock price.
This situation should serve as reminder that traditional network firewalls aren’t capable of stopping
today’s complex, targeted attacks. Organizations of all sizes need modern security systems, capable
of inspecting data flows coming from the Internet and aiming towards their IT. Web Application
Firewalls, like Deny All’s own rWeb and sProxy, do exactly that.
For more information on this subject, and for an interview with Renaud Bidou, Deny All’s CTO, feel
free to contact us.
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